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What is the IoT?
• What is the IoT?

• A global infrastructure for the information society, enabling advanced services 
by interconnecting things based on existing and evolving interoperable 
information and communication technologies [1]. 

• The Internet of Things (IoT) is a robust network of devices, all embedded with 
electronics, software, and sensors that enable them to exchange and analyze 
data [2].

• The Internet of Things (IoT) is a new paradigm that combines aspects and 
technologies coming from different approaches. Ubiquitous computing, 
pervasive computing, Internet Protocol, sensing technologies, communication 
technologies, and embedded devices are merged together in order to form a 
system where the real and digital worlds meet and are continuously in 
symbiotic interaction [3]. 
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[1] ITU-T Recommendation Y.2060. Overview of the Internet of Things. 2012 
[2] Intel: https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/internet-of-things/overview.html
[3] Borgia, E.: The Internet of Things vision: Key features, applications and open issues , Computer Communications, 2014
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What is the IoT
• 2 billion objects in 2006

• Intel estimates will be 200 billions in 
2020

• 500 billions in 2030 according to 
Cisco

• Forecasts agree on enormous growth

• Market expected to have global 
economic impact 2.5-11 T$
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What is the IoT
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source:  E. Borgia, The Internet of Things vision: Key features, applications and open issues, Computer Communications, 2014

authorities may verify the actual number of livestock reported by
local breeders and provide subsidies, accordingly. Monitoring and
controlling agricultural production and feed (e.g., presence of
OMGs, additives, melanin) by using advanced sensor systems are
further applications of IoT [123,41]. Such systems will ensure the
health of plant origin products intended both for human and ani-
mal consumption [124]. Advanced IoT services may speed up the
management for the registration/modification/closing of farms,
their monitoring and the issuance of health authorizations. By
using IoT, single farmers can break the long chain of producer–con-
sumer sales, which employs freight or large companies to reach
consumers, and will be in direct relationship with consumers. For
example, they can provide a publicity window of their farm, real-
time showing their offered products to allow customers to order
them by using suitable mobile applications [125].

4.1.3. Industrial processes
IoT can offer advanced solutions in the automotive industry.

Real-time vehicle diagnostic is a key application. Everything can
be monitored by specific sensors: tire pressure, motor data, fuel
consumption, location, speed, distance from other vehicles, driving
time, stops, driver presence. The sensed data is then reported to the
center system [126]. The wireless identifiable technologies
attached to vehicle parts can maintain the history of specific auto-
motive components and be used to improve the assembly process
by automatically finding missing pieces. The application of IoT
technologies enables advanced transportation systems for people
and goods. Fare collection, safer luggage management based
on automated tracking and sorting, intelligent screening of

passengers, are some examples. Smart industrial management
systems, based on IoT technologies, allow to monitor industrial
plants, for instance to reduce the number of accidents, especially
in case of high-risk plants (e.g., oil plants, gas plants). For example,
sensors attached to containers transporting hazardous goods
may emit different signals to announce the chemical component
contained and the maximum level of that component. In case of
critical situations (e.g., being close to the maximum level of a
chemical component in a specific geographical area, or incom-
patibility among chemical components within containers in
proximity), sensors may automatically send alarms to control
centers that, in turn, manage promptly such dangerous situations.

4.2. Smart city domain

IoT may help to increase the environmental sustainability of our
cities and the people’s quality of life. Emphasis is on energy and
how to manage it efficiently, and on seeking smart solutions to
enjoy the personal stay.

4.2.1. Smart mobility and smart tourism
As explained in Section 1, IoT will transform a traditional city

into a smart city. Indeed, IoT technologies, consisting of networks
of sensors, cameras, screens, speakers, smart grid, will collect infor-
mation, and the operational platform will process it to tune the dif-
ferent services/infrastructures of the city. IoT can be very useful for
several purposes. For example, mobile sensors directly attached to
vehicles or integrated in smartphones of car occupants can collect
information about the roads (e.g., about traffic density or surface

Fig. 5. IoT application domains and related applications.

E. Borgia / Computer Communications 54 (2014) 1–31 9
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The IoT world: a complex landscape
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source:  L. Thiele (ETH) Design for IoT trustable things (DATE 17) keynote speech
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The smart world
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source:  L. Thiele (ETH) Design for IoT trustable things (DATE 17) keynote speech
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Smart things
• Physical objects digitally augmented with one or more of the 

following: 

• Sensors (temperature, light, motion, etc.) 

• Actuators (displays, sound, motors, etc.)

• Computation capabilities 

• Communication interfaces  

• Physical/biological and cyber(digital) worlds are blended

8
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Enabling technologies

9

source:  A. Gaglione (University of Cambridge) Mobile and Sensor Systems course lectures
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Enabling technologies
• Identification (e.g., RFID, NFC) 

• tag and track goods

• smart logistics and supply chain 

9

source:  A. Gaglione (University of Cambridge) Mobile and Sensor Systems course lectures
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Enabling technologies
• Identification (e.g., RFID, NFC) 

• tag and track goods

• smart logistics and supply chain 

• Sensing

• microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) 
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Enabling technologies
• Identification (e.g., RFID, NFC) 

• tag and track goods

• smart logistics and supply chain 

• Sensing

• microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) 

• Computation & communication

• hardware platforms able to run embedded software – wireless communication 
technologies

• operating systems, wireless sensor networks (WSN) 
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source:  A. Gaglione (University of Cambridge) Mobile and Sensor Systems course lectures
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Enabling technologies
• Identification (e.g., RFID, NFC) 

• tag and track goods

• smart logistics and supply chain 

• Sensing

• microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) 

• Computation & communication

• hardware platforms able to run embedded software – wireless communication 
technologies

• operating systems, wireless sensor networks (WSN) 

•  Cloud computing & data analytics 

• smart object data combined to provide insight and recommendations 
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source:  A. Gaglione (University of Cambridge) Mobile and Sensor Systems course lectures
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IoT landscape
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IoT landscape

11

Tags (RFID, NFC, 
QR codes)

Devices (sensor 
nodes, mobile and 
wearable devices)

Machines (home 
appliances, security 
systems, vehicles, 
etc.)

Environments 
(smart homes, 
buildings, cities)

source:  A. Gaglione (University of Cambridge) Mobile and Sensor Systems course lectures
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The IoT reference architecture
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source:  A. Gaglione (University of Cambridge) Mobile and Sensor Systems course lectures

Typical IoT system architecture

IoT Device

IoT Gateway

IoT Cloud

Basic processing
Short/wide comms
Sensing/actuation

Edge analytics 
Fast control

Short/wide comms
Local storage

Service hosting
Visualisations

Advanced analytics
Slow control
Data storage
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The IoT architecture
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source:  M. Alioto (University of Singapore) Enabling the Internet of Things,  Springer 2017
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The IoT architecture

12

source:  M. Alioto (University of Singapore) Enabling the Internet of Things,  Springer 2017

Untethered, ubiquitous, miniaturized —> very low power budget
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Communication technologies

13

Communication technologies

16
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source:  A. Gaglione (University of Cambridge) Mobile and Sensor Systems course lectures
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IoT communication issues
• Huge amount of (wirelessly transmitted) 

data (expected to be 10% of world’s data in 
2020)

• Number of devices prompts the transition 
from IPv4 (32 bit, 4x109 different addresses) 
to IPv6 (128 bit, 1038 different addresses)

• Increasing need of real-time applications

14
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IoT communication issues
• Huge amount of (wirelessly transmitted) 

data (expected to be 10% of world’s data in 
2020)

• Number of devices prompts the transition 
from IPv4 (32 bit, 4x109 different addresses) 
to IPv6 (128 bit, 1038 different addresses)

• Increasing need of real-time applications

14

Move intelligence towards the edge
Design smarter IoT nodes
Avoid raw data transmission
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Architecture of autonomous 
embedded systems

15

source: E. Farella (Bruno Kessler Foundation) “Node-centric IoT: opportunities and challenges”, lecture slides
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Architecture of autonomous 
embedded systems
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Architecture of autonomous 
embedded systems
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Architecture of autonomous 
embedded systems
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Architecture of autonomous 
embedded systems
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Architecture of autonomous 
embedded systems
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Architecture of autonomous 
embedded systems
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Power consumption

• Nodes power consumption distribution 
across:

• Communication

• Computation

• Sensing/actuation

17
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Power consumption: communication

18
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Power consumption: communication
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Power consumption: communication
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Idle listening
• The power consumption of “short range” (i.e., low- 

power) wireless communications devices is roughly the 
same whether the radio is transmitting, receiving, or 
simply ON, “listening” for potential reception 

• Radio must be ON (listening) in order receive anything. 

• Transmission is infrequent.

• Listening (potentially) happens all the time 

• Total energy consumption dominated by idle listening

19

source:  M. Cesana (Politecnico Milano) Internet of Things course lectures
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Idle listening
• A significant fraction of energy budget is consumed for listening the channel 

for incoming packets

• A problem, especially in low data rates applications 

• Solutions: protocols that power off radios as often and as long as possible —> 
rendez-vous problem

• Synchronous (time slot synchronization): difficult in multi-hop ad-hoc, 
possibly resulting into power overhead 

• Pseudo-asynchronous: nodes powered off and on periodically. Beaconing 
is used for expressing willingness to communicate

• Purely asynchronous: nodes have the capability to wake-up one another on 
demand (requires extra-hardware, i.e. ultra-low-power wakeup-receivers)

20
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Power consumption: computation

•Switching (or dynamic) PC
• Esw: probability to make a transition at each clock cycle
• CL: switching CMOS capacitance

•Short circuit PC
• short circuit path between supply rails during switching 

•Leakage (or stand-by) PC
• leaking diodes and transistors
• becomes one of the major factors due to shrinking feature sizes in 

semiconductor technology (35-50% of power budget at 90nm)

21

source: E. Farella (Bruno Kessler Foundation) “Node-centric IoT: opportunities and challenges”, lecture slides
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Multiple power consumption

• Multiple modes (possible “Deeper”sleep modes)

• Strongly dependent on hardware

• TI MSP 430: four different sleep modes

• Atmel ATMega: six different modes 

• Not only microcontroller have different power profiles

• TI CC2520: two different low power modes

22
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Power consumption: sensing/
actuation

• Lack of a single cohesive framework (multifaceted and 
fragmented field)

• Broad array of low-power micro-devices:

• Temperature, light, proximity, magnetic field, acceleration, 
etc.

• Many interfaces

• Analog

• Digital (SPI, I2C, etc.) 

23
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IoT nodes requirements
• Physical constraints

• nodes have to be untethered —> energy 
autonomous —> battery operated/ energy 
harvester 

• Small form factor (e.g. wearables)

• Size dominated by energy sources (power 
consumption sets the volume of IoT nodes)

24
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IoT nodes requirements

• On board capabilities

• Sensing, computation, wireless 
communication

• Meeting power budgets of few microW is 
feasible only if aggressive duty cycle is 
performed

25
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IoT nodes requirements

26

source:  M. Alioto (University of Singapore) Enabling the Internet of Things,  Springer 2017
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IoT nodes requirements
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source:  M. Alioto (University of Singapore) Enabling the Internet of Things,  Springer 2017
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IoT nodes requirements
• Computation 

offloading 
(sending raw 
data to cloud) 
is not an option

• Computation/
communication 
tradeoff

26

)

source:  M. Alioto (University of Singapore) Enabling the Internet of Things,  Springer 2017
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Computation communication 
tradeoff

27
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IoT nodes energy budget

28

Processors and MCUs (Freq = 8 MHz) Wireless Standards Sensors

Product Architecture Current Standard Current
Sensor Product

Current
Family Active

(mA)
Sleep
(µA)

(Product) Tx
(mA)

Rx
(mA)

Sleep
(µA)

Active
(µA)

Sleep
(µA)

MSP430F5438A MSP430 1.84 0.1 Temperature TMP102 85 0.5
WiFi

229 59 4
STM32L051x6 ARM CM0+ 1.55 0.29 (TI CC3200) Humidity SHT21 300 0.15

STM32L100C6 ARM CM3 2.16 0.3 IEEE 802.15.4
14 12.3 0.02

Accelerometer ADXL362 13 0.01
(Atmel AT86RF231)

SAM4S ARM CM4 4.5 1.8 Light ISL29033 65 0.01
Bluetooth Smart

12.7 14.6 0.5
PIC24FJ128GC010 PIC 1.5 0.075 (Nordic nRF8001) Proximity AD7150 100 1

Table 1: Power consumption of a few representative hardware components used in IoT devices (sourced from datasheets).

or ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) [26]. These memories com-
bine the flexibility and endurance of SRAM with the non-
volatility of Flash, all at a very low power consumption. Low
power MCUs with these emerging NVMs integrated are al-
ready available [48, 61]. In these MCUs, software can save
the processor state and the contents of SRAM to the NVM
before the MCU enters sleep mode, avoiding the need for
keeping the SRAM powered during sleep. Building on this
idea, recent research has led to the emergence of a new class
of processors called non-volatile processors [35, 53]. In these
processors, NVM memory elements are distributed through-
out the MCU such that it can automatically save the con-
tents of all the registers in these NVM elements before it
is shutdown, resulting in a (nearly) zero-power sleep mode
with state retention and rapid wakeup.

Minimizing power consumption in active mode has been
extensively investigated for the past few decades and nu-
merous techniques such as dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS), voltage islands, etc., have been proposed
and shown to be effective in reducing power consumption.
Continued voltage scaling has led to the emergence of near-
threshold and subthreshold processors [17, 58] that aim to
operate at an optimal energy point. For example, the Phoenix
processor [29] is an event-driven subthreshold processor that
has an sleep power consumption of only 30 pW. The use of
such ultra-low power MCUs, if applicable, will provide a
significant boost to the battery life of IoT devices.

Table 1 shows the active-mode and sleep-mode power con-
sumption of a few off-the-shelf hardware components (in-
cluding MCUs, radios, and sensors) that are commonly used
in IoT devices. As seen, most of these hardware compo-
nents feature highly power-efficient sleep modes in which the
power consumption is decreased by several orders of magni-
tude compared to the active mode.

2.2 Communication Subsystem
The IoT concept fundamentally depends on the fact that

devices will communicate either directly with each other or
with a cloud-based service accessible through the Internet.
Hence, reliable wireless communication is an integral com-
ponent of any IoT device. Typically, wireless communica-
tion is more power-hungry than other tasks such as sens-
ing or computation. In addition, different types of IoT de-
vices have different communication requirements depending
on their deployment locations, longevity constraints, traffic
patterns, etc. Therefore, choosing an appropriate wireless
technology that is power-efficient is a vital design choice.

Despite its relatively high power consumption, WiFi is the
preferred wireless standard for many IoT applications due
to its near-ubiquitous nature – WiFi hotspots are present in
most homes, offices, and public spaces – and the fact that it

enables convenient and straightforward access to the Inter-
net. Advances in wireless communication have also seen the
development of numerous low power wireless standards such
as Bluetooth Smart, IEEE 802.15.4, etc. The IEEE 802.15.4
standard targets low data rate applications (e.g., remote
monitoring and control systems) and defines the physical
and medium access control layers upon which the Zigbee and
6LoWPAN network stacks are built. The standard allows
for multi-hop wireless topologies and several power-efficient
IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radios are commercially available.
However, one disadvantage of using IEEE 802.15.4 for IoT
applications, compared to WiFi, is the need for an additional
gateway device to achieve Internet access (if required). Par-
ticularly for Type II IoT devices, it is difficult to converge
on the use of a single wireless standard due to the varying
nature of applications as well as the large number of product
vendors involved. Hence, it is likely that future smart homes
will use IoT hubs such as Revolv [9] or Ninja Spheramid [11]
that support a variety of wireless standards such as WiFi,
Bluetooth Smart, Zigbee, Z-Wave, Insteon, etc. In addition
to existing wireless standards, innovative approaches such
as using the existing powerline wiring in the home as an
antenna have also been proposed [12].

Bluetooth Smart is an enhanced version of the well-known
Bluetooth standard that was designed for low power com-
munication [16]. Bluetooth-based IoT devices, such as Es-
timote Beacon [23], Lively [41], tado Cooling [56], etc., can
directly communicate with smartphones, which are already
Bluetooth-equipped. This is a key advantage that will likely
cement Bluetooth Smart’s position as the wireless standard
of choice for IoT devices that need to frequently communi-
cate with mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets.

Other IoT applications such as manufacturing and as-
set tracking could use RFID-based communication. Passive
RFID technology allows devices such as batteryless smart
tags to operate using power harvested from a nearby reader’s
RF transmissions. Recent work [40] proposed the idea of am-
bient backscatter, a novel technique that allows two battery-
less devices to communicate with each other by backscatter-
ing existing wireless signals from TV stations and cellular
transmissions. Although the technique is mainly intended
for low throughput applications, it is a significant step for-
ward because it enables tiny IoT devices to exchange small
amounts of information without the need for a battery or a
nearby RFID reader.

3. SELF-POWERED SYSTEMS USING EN-
ERGY HARVESTING

Over the past decade, energy harvesting has emerged as
an attractive and increasingly feasible option to address the
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STM32 AND STM8 – THE REFERENCES IN POWER MANAGEMENT
STM8L family: 8-bit ultra-low-power MCU family
The STM8L, based on the 8-bit STM8 core, benefits from our proprietary ultra-low-leakage 
process, shared with the STM32L family, and features an ultra-low power consumption of 
0.30 µA with the lowest power mode.

STM32L family: the 32-bit ultra-low power mcu family
ST’s ultra-low-power MCU platform is based on a proprietary ultra-low-leakage technology. 
STM32L0 (ARM® Cortex®-M0+), STM32L1 (Cortex-M3), STM32L4 (Cortex-M4) and the 
STM8L (8-bit proprietary core) represent a large range of devices addressing devices supplied 
from batteries or through energy harvesting and grant an optimized cost/performance ratio in 
all kinds of low-power applications.
This ultra-low-power platform with the industry’s lowest current variation between 
25 and 125 °C warrants outstandingly low current consumption at elevated temperatures.
The MCUs reach the industry's lowest power consumption of 350 nA in Stop mode (with 
SRAM retention), while maintaining the wakeup time as low as 3.5 µs.
The new STM32L4 is the convergence of the ultra-low-power and high performance providing 
100 DMIPS with DSP instructions and floating point unit, more memory (up to 1 Mbyte of 
Flash) and innovative features.

Ultra-low-power 
market-proven solutions
Best in class in 
ultra–low-power 
performance

32-bit ARM Cortex-M4 + FPU at 80 MHz
From 256 Kbytes to 1 Mbyte of Flash
Lowest power mode + RAM + RTC: 0.6 µA

32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 at 32 MHz
From 32 to 512 Kbytes of Flash
Lowest power mode + RAM + RTC: 1.2 µA

32-bit ARM Cortex-M0+ at 32 MHz
From 8 to 192 Kbytes of Flash
Lowest power mode + RAM + RTC: 0.8 µA

8-bit STM8 core at 16 MHz
From 2 to 64 Kbytes of Flash
Lowest power mode + RAM +RTC: 0.5 µA

Entry-level in ultra-low-
power performance
Targeting cost-sensitive 
applications
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STM32L Cortex-M3 power profile
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Part 
number Package (mm)

Pressure 
range
(hPa)

Relative 
accuracy 

(hPa)

Absolute 
accuracy 

(hPa)
Noise ODR

(Hz)
Current 

consumption

Highshock 
survivability 

(g)

Advanced
digital features Reliability

LPS25HB
HLGA-10L,

2.5 x 2.5 x 0.76
Full-molded

260 to 
1260 ±0.1 ±0.2

3 Pa RMS 
(without 

embedded filter)
1 Pa RMS (with 
embedded filter)

1, 10, 25
25 µA @ 1 Hz
4 µA @ 1 Hz

(low res)
10.000

FIFO for Pressure 
Sensor data

Programmable 
Interrupt/Data ready  resistance

 vibration suppression 

 250 Mpcs in the marketLPS22HB
HLGA-10L,
2 x 2 x 0.76
Full-molded

260 to 
1260 ±0.05 ±0.1

1 Pa RMS 
(without 

embedded filter)
0.5 Pa RMS (with 
embedded filter)

1, 10, 25, 
50, 75

15 µA @ 1 Hz 
(high resolution 

mode)
4 µA @ 1 Hz

(low power mode)

22.000

FIFO for Pressure 
and Temperature 

Sensor data
Programmable 

Interrupt/Data ready

PRESSURE SENSOR

Environmental sensors

Collect humidity, atmospheric pressure and temperature accurate data 
for environmental awareness

STMicroelectronics offers a full kit of environmental sensors, including pressure, humidity and temperature 
sensors. These sensors rely on dedicated mechanical structures that guarantee the best performance 
even in challenging environmental conditions. 
They are adopted in many wearable devices to monitor health and for fitness programs, in smart home 
or other industrial applications to monitor weather conditions and guarantee good equipment safety.

BENEFITS 

17

Digital output barometer 

source: MEMS and Sensors/wearable  (STMicroelectronics brochures)

8

MEMS MICROPHONES
Voice control is a wide spreading trend 
across many portable applications, making 
the interaction easier, faster and smoother. It 
enables fashionable designs by reducing the 
number of button.

TEMPERATURE SENSORS
STMicroelectronics’ temperature sensors 
include both analog and digital temperature 
sensor ICs.

KEY FEATURES 
Tiny packages
Low power consumption
High performance
Solution to integrate more sensors 
in a single package

ANALOG TEMPERATURE 
SENSORS BENEFITS 

Ultra small package: 
UDFN-4L (1 x 1.3 mm)
Ultra-Low supply current: 
4.8 µA typ.
Oper. temperature: 
-55°C to 130°C

DIGITAL TEMPERATURE 
SENSORS BENEFITS 

One-shot mode for power saving
Dual alarm
Tiny package
Programmable resolution
Low supply current

Part number Sensitivity
(dBV)

SNR
(dB)

AOP
(dB)

Supply voltage 
range (V)

Supply current 
(µA)

Dual
mode Package (mm)

MP23AB02B -38±3 64 125 1.6-3.6 150 - RHLGA metal cap
2.5 x 3.35 x 0.98

Part number Package General description I/O Interface Operating voltage 
min-max (V)

Standby current 
(μA typ)

Operating
current (μA typ)

STTS751 UDFN-6L
(2 x 2 mm)

2.25 V low-voltage local digital 
temperature sensor SMBus/I2C compatible 2.25-3.6 3 15

STLM20 UDFN-4L
(1 x 1.30 mm)

Ultra-low current 2.4 V precision
analog temperature sensor - 2.4-5.5 - 4.8

MEMS microphones
8
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Temperature sensors
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Key Features

Frequency bands: 150-174 MHz, 300-348 MHz, 387-470 MHz, and 779-956 MHz
Modulation schemes: FSK, GFSK, MSK, OOK and ASK
Air data rate from 1 to 500 kbit/s
Programmable output power: from -30 dBm to +16 dBm (Boost mode)
RX sensitivity: -122 dBm 
Low current consumption:

Shutdown: 2.5 nA
Standby: 650 nA
Sleep: 950 nA
RX: 9 mA
TX: 21 mA @ +11 dBm

Programmable channel spacing (12.5 kHz minimum). 
Frequency hopping, antenna diversity algorithm
128-bit AES encryption co-processor
Automatic acknowledgement, retransmission, and timeout protocol engine
Embedded packet handler
Wireless M-Bus
EN 300 220, FCC CFR47 15 (15.205, 15.209, 15.231, 15.247, 15.249), and ARIB STD T-67, T-108 compliant
4x4 mm, 20-pin QFN package

25

source: Wireless connectivity for IoT applications (STMicroelectronics brochure)

Spirit1 low-power transceiver 

Proprietary RF 
communication systems

Sub-1 GHz communication interfaces

SUB-1 GHZ OVERVIEW
The Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) unlicensed frequency bands below 1 GHz are widely used by wireless communication systems 
mainly in industrial, home and building automation and automatic meter reading applications. The flexibility offered by national regulations in 
selecting physical layer characteristics such as output transmitted power, modulation scheme, data rate and channel bandwidth, together with 
the possibility to develop proprietary protocols lets users find the best solution for their needs as well as unmatchable performance and system 
efficiency at the expense of interoperability and development efforts. Moreover either a star or mesh network topology can be implemented and, 
in principle, without any limitations in the number of nodes connected simultaneously.
Based on sub-1 GHz systems, some standards target specific application cases. Such standards guarantee interoperability between nodes 
from different manufacturers or system providers, but at the same time achieve high protocol efficiency for the dedicated use case. Among 
others, the Wireless M-Bus is an open standard developed for very power efficient smart metering and Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) 
applications and it is quickly spreading in Europe for gas, water and heat metering.
Sub-1 GHz proprietary solutions are widely used for the wireless connection of nodes in home networks and building automation systems as 
well as in industrial process applications. Real-time monitoring and control of thousands of nodes enables process optimization, more efficient 
resource management, prevents breakdowns and saves energy (Smart Factory).
Sub-1 GHz solutions are also used in the implementation of Smart City infrastructures where each wireless node is part of a network. Nodes are 
monitored and controlled and their data can be used for managing light, parking and traffic systems; saving energy and improving the quality of 
life. Thanks to the wireless coverage range, the efficiency and flexibility of the sub-1 GHz technology is one of the building blocks for enabling 
IoT growth, even if it requires an internet gateway for connecting to the IoT. 
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A Solar Energy Powered Autonomous Wireless Actuator Node for Irrigation Systems
Lajara, R., Alberola, J. and Pelegrí-Sebastiá, J. Sensors 2011, 11(1), 329-340

wEcoValve mote avg current consumption = 836.76 μA
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Block diagram of the interface between the MCU and the DC motor driver
(left) and example motor current absorption curves (right)

A Prosthetic Hand Body Area Controller Based on 
Efficient Pattern Recognition Control Strategies

Benatti, S. ,Milosevic, B.,  Farella E., Gruppioni, E. and Benini, L. Sensors 2017, 17(4), 869
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Four AA Batteries

3 System Design Theory
This design guide uses the CC2640 MCU with integrated Bluetooth low energy (BLE) radio device to
wirelessly lock and unlock your door while: monitoring the battery voltage for low-life indication, limiting the
current through the motor (great for the life of the motor), and communicating these events back to the
user through LED lighting and patterns. This design achieves an extremely long battery life through the
choice of power topology, in this case a highly-efficient buck converter, the TPS62745, and through the
use of extending the duty cycle of the Bluetooth low energy connection events.

There are four main devices in all smart lock systems: the MCU, Bluetooth radio, motor driver, and power
management. This design focuses on these four devices (three in this case since the CC2640 is an MCU
with integrated Bluetooth radio) and their equations used for average power consumption to determine the
life of the batteries. Once the average power per device is calculated, then it is possible to calculate the
battery life in mW-hours. To calculate the battery life, two different current scenarios are examined:
• When the Bluetooth is on and sending out a connection event every 500 ms (or any other value
chosen by the user)

• When a lock or unlock event signals the motor driver to pump around 1 A of current through the DC
motor

We are ignoring the time when the Bluetooth is paired, because usually this means an event is about to
occur, and the amount of current delivered through the motor is almost two orders of magnitude higher
than the current flowing to the Bluetooth device. For the purpose of this guide, an event is either a lock or
unlock scenario. For example, if the user unlocks the door and then locks it afterward, that is considered
two events (one for the lock event and one for the unlock event).

3.1 Bluetooth® low energy and MCU Connection Interval and Average Power Consumption
Because of this system topology, the CC2640 only uses the first current scenario described in Section 3.
Figure 5 shows a typical current waveform. The period between connection events can be programmed
from 10 ms to 4 s in the Bluetooth stack. The pulse-width of the connection event current (or on current) is
at 5 ms.

Figure 5. Current Consumption versus Time During Bluetooth® low energy Connections

The main parameters of the Bluetooth and MCU which affect the total estimated battery life are as follows:
• The supply voltage: Vsupply = 3 V
• The on current: Ion = 9.1 mA
• The off current: Ioff = 2.5 μA
• The on duty cycle: Don = ton / T = 5 ms / 500 ms = 1%
• The off duty cycle: Doff = 1 – Don = 99%

source: Smart Lock Reference Design Enabling More Than Five Years of Life on Four AA Batteries, Texas Instruments
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3.2.4 Power Budget of All Three Power Topologies

The buck converter is by far the topology of choice for this design. Because the majority of the power
consumed and lost is in the three main devices (Bluetooth low energy/MCU, power regulator, and motor
drive), Figure 7 shows these three and the percentages of how much power is used. The motor driver
power consumption and losses are in the next section, but the values are included for visual
representation. The PFET for reverse polarity protection is not included in the pie chart because it
consumes less than 1% of the total power in all of the following cases. The number of events is 24 for all
pie charts. Figure 7 shows the Bluetooth low energy connection period at 500 ms, while Figure 8 shows
the Bluetooth low energy connection period at 220 ms (this connection period is sometimes used in
different applications like the Apple® HomeKit™).

Figure 7. Power Consumption With 500 ms Bluetooth® low energy Connection Period, Using 24 Lock and
Unlock Events

With a 500-ms connection period, the system is sleeping or off most of the time. The LDO and boost
power configurations take up a significant amount of power (almost half in both cases) compared to the
buck configuration, just 6%. Increasing the connection event period (this is an increase in duty cycle) to
220 ms (see Figure 8), shows similar results. In this case, the Bluetooth low energy/MCU consumes more
power. The buck configuration is the most ideal power topology by far, as seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Figure 8. Power Consumption With 220 ms Bluetooth® low energy Connection Period, Using 24 Lock and
Unlock Events
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The buck converter is by far the topology of choice for this design. Because the majority of the power
consumed and lost is in the three main devices (Bluetooth low energy/MCU, power regulator, and motor
drive), Figure 7 shows these three and the percentages of how much power is used. The motor driver
power consumption and losses are in the next section, but the values are included for visual
representation. The PFET for reverse polarity protection is not included in the pie chart because it
consumes less than 1% of the total power in all of the following cases. The number of events is 24 for all
pie charts. Figure 7 shows the Bluetooth low energy connection period at 500 ms, while Figure 8 shows
the Bluetooth low energy connection period at 220 ms (this connection period is sometimes used in
different applications like the Apple® HomeKit™).

Figure 7. Power Consumption With 500 ms Bluetooth® low energy Connection Period, Using 24 Lock and
Unlock Events

With a 500-ms connection period, the system is sleeping or off most of the time. The LDO and boost
power configurations take up a significant amount of power (almost half in both cases) compared to the
buck configuration, just 6%. Increasing the connection event period (this is an increase in duty cycle) to
220 ms (see Figure 8), shows similar results. In this case, the Bluetooth low energy/MCU consumes more
power. The buck configuration is the most ideal power topology by far, as seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
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technologies, but also establishing points of presence and boundaries of
trust.

We begin with a very brief description of our exploratory system to
provide a concrete framing of the study. The remainder is organized in
layers: first hardware, then firmware, then three scopes of interaction
which we term person-where, local-where and wide-where – expanding
conventional notions of PAN, LAN, and WAN1 to include the interac-
tions and services that occur in those domains.

2. Synergy

The system architecture developed to explore synergy in IoT is
shown schematically in Fig. 2.

Hardware: At the device level, we have introduced a new platform
that brings together embedded wireless networking, wearables and
“Maker” developments, typified by IEEE 802.15.4, BLE and Arduino
peripherals, respectively (see Andersen et al., 2016a for a complete
description). This platform is built around the Storm module, designed
in 2013, with a Cortex-M4, 802.15.4 radio, and flash, mounted on an
Arduino-compliant carrier, Firestorm (Fig. 3), which provides BLE
communication with a Cortex-M0+ SoC,2 and several sensors. This
design point was intended to capture what embedded IoT might
converge to, and, indeed, now several system-on-chip offerings provide
ample flash, powerful MCUs3 and 802.15.4 or Bluetooth radios. Storm
is extremely low power (2.3μ in sleep with RTC4 active) and supports
many peripherals (63 GPIO pins). This adds to the commercial
ecosystem of wearables, embedded Linux boxes (Raspberry Pi's and
Beaglebones), BLE tags, and such.

Firmware: An extension of TinyOS (Levis et al., 2005) was
developed for this platform that utilizes the newly available protection
mechanisms (MPUs) to establish a clear user/system boundary in the
domain of networked things with fewer computational resources than a
Raspberry Pi or Beaglebone. A syscall interface and language runtime
was developed that exposes low-power, event-driven execution to user
level and two language environments were created – Lua and C++. This
allows instantiation of a breadth of user-programmable “things” not
represented in the commercial landscape.

To demonstrate the power of a dynamic Lua userland, we explore
the creation of an active networks-inspired platform for wireless

network measurement. The platform extends the syscall interface for
visibility into the networking and radio stacks, and leverages an
embedded Lua interpreter to introduce new logic and replace symbols
in running code without the need to re-flash. From our experiences
building production-ready firmware using a dynamic userland, we
develop a C++11 userland that also provides efficient event-driven
execution of asynchronous code but in a static, resource-efficient
language.

Person-where: In this setting, we developed a self-describing
service tier to enable automated assembly of purpose-driven ensembles
at the scope of the individual person, which subsumes phones inter-
acting with things in the environment and wearables interacting with
spaces and things. Such assembly must not require pre-configured
applications and bindings. Things project their API and services in a
manner that allows the phone to bootstrap itself into the context, using
complete descriptions in the cloud. This scope retains a sense of
individual management: self-assembly in this setting cannot assume
the existence of coordinating infrastructure, so discovery and interac-
tion must be able to perform in a “peer-to-peer” manner. We describe
SVCD, a brokerless, local publish-subscribe mechanism that is sym-
metric over both IPv6/802.15.4 and BLE. We construct a simple,
asynchronous API for SVCD and use this to construct a self-assembling
“smart space heater” ensemble.

Local-where: In a similar manner, collections of things can
assemble into federated ensembles to provide services and interfaces
that expand that of the individual devices. This relies on discovery of
context and interfaces through queries to consistent metadata. Services
and enclosing applications are associated with place, rather than
person, and must operate unattended, requiring automated notification
of changes as represented in the metadata. Local tier routing and
computing resources bridge and translate heterogeneous elements. We
explain how a new “flavor” of publish-subscribe – continuous query-
based syndication – can enable applications to adapt to changing

Fig. 1. An effective IoT solution requires addressing adaptability and unattended
assembly and operation at every tier. Adaptability means the ability of a device, service
or application to (a) detect and react to change in its environment and (b) support
changes in its use case. Unattended assembly means the ability of a collection of devices,
services and applications to discover each other, identify relevant resources, and operate
at length without constant administration by a human supervisor.

Fig. 2. An IoT system architecture.

Fig. 3. The Firestorm platform.

1 Personal-area, local-area and wide-area networks, respectively.
2 SoC: system on chip.
3 MCU: microcontroller unit.
4 RTC: real-time clock.

M.P. Andersen et al. Journal of Network and Computer Applications 81 (2017) 96–110
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Andersen, M.P.,  and Culler, D.E.. “System Design Trade-Offs in a Next-Generation Embedded Wireless Platform ”. UC Berkeley EECS Technical Report, UCB/
EECS-2014-162, 2013.

• Built around the Storm module:

• 32 bit MCU

• ARM Cortex-M4 that achieves 2.3μA idle current with a 
1.5μS wake up time. 
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Table 4: A small sample of available Cortex-M4 processors
Vendor Device fmax(Mhz) SRAM(KB) Flash(KB) Sleep(µA) Wake(µS)
NXP LPC408x 120 96 512 550 240

STMicro STM32F372xx 72 32 256 1.32 42.7
Silabs EFM32WG990 48 32 256 0.95 2

Freescale K20Dx 50 16 128 1.3 130
Atmel SAM4L 48 64 512 3 1.5

than other vendors.
A noteworthy feature of the processor is that it has 16

independent DMA channels. While the MSP430 family
had DMA, the limited number of channels and the multi-
plexing of communication peripherals contained it’s implica-
tions. The SAM4L, however, has several more independent
communication mechanisms, so the impact of the DMA is
greater.

4.3 Radio
The radio is an important component to select, as it is

inescapably responsible for a significant share of the energy
budget. Fortunately, as discussed in Section 3, there are only
a handful of choices available. These are laid out in Table 5.
The Freescale offering is a (currently) unreleased SoC that
includes a Cortex-M4 core on-die.

As we are targeting compatibility with existing infrastruc-
ture, it made sense to use 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4, making the
two obvious choices for the radio chip the second generation
TI CC2520, and the Atmel AT86RF233. The CC2520 would
be the easier chip to develop support for, as it is the newer
version of the ubiquitous CC2420. The chip is, however,
already more than five years old and lacks several features
that the newer Atmel chip offers. Both chips are the flag-
ship 802.15.4 transceivers from their respective vendors at
the time of writing.

One key difference between the Atmel and the TI chip is
that the AT86RF233 is capable of automatic retransmission
of packets that require acknowledgement but do not receive
it, enabling automatic CSMA/CA. The TI CC2520 does not
automatically perform CSMA/CA activities, although it does
export the CCA line to the microcontroller directly, allowing
for faster manual response to an assessment than the in-band
CCA signal from the RF233.

When combined with the peripheral event systems found
in modern microcontrollers, the automatic CSMA/CA with
retransmission can offer significant advantages over the soft-
ware CSMA/CA methods that are currently employed. The
SAM4L, for example, can be configured so that it sends a
wake up command to the radio, prepares the packet in mem-
ory and goes to sleep. When the radio IRQ line is asserted
to indicate it is ready for transmission, the clock for the SPI
clock domain is automatically started, the packet is copied
via DMA from MCU memory to the radio and transmis-
sion is triggered. As soon as this process completes, the
SPI clock is automatically stopped again all utilizing the pe-
ripheral event system. This means that the entire process of
sending a packet, from the radio wake up command to when
the ACK is received, can be performed without waking up

the processor. With the CC2520, the MCU would need to
wake up, check for acknowledgement, wait some back-off
time if the acknowledgement did not arrive, and then trigger
retransmission.

For reception, both chips feature automatic acknowledge-
ment. The CC2520 has the feature to specify which ad-
dresses should receive ACKs with the frame pending bit au-
tomatically set - this feature is not present on the RF233.
This is quite useful if motes are utilizing the frame pend-
ing signal as, in the absence of this feature, the MCU would
have to wake up after frame reception, parse the address, de-
termine if the bit should be set or not and configure the radio
accordingly before the ACK is sent. It was decided that this
did not constitute a big enough problem to outweigh the au-
tomatic retransmission for two reasons, the first is that it is
likely that the MCU will want to wake up and receive the
packet from the radio as soon as it is received anyway, so the
burden of setting the frame pending bit may prove to be in-
significant. The second is that, at least in our use cases, full
duplex communication tends to be short lived and the frame
pending bit is not of paramount importance.

In the past, with the AT86RF230, the automatic acknowl-
edgments were tied to automatic address filtering - rendering
them useless if the mote needs to snoop on traffic addressed
to other motes. The RF233 changes this by adding support
for 802.15.4-2006 promiscuous mode separately from the
automatic acknowledgement address match. This allows for
the chip to receive all packets, even if it only acknowledges
packets that are addressed to it directly.

Weighing the features, the possibility of automatic CS-
MA/CA was deemed more useful than selective automatic
acknowledgments. This combined with the better power and
signal strength characteristics was enough to convince us that
the Atmel radio chip was the better choice.

The radio subsystem extends beyond just the transceiver
chip itself, however, and includes some thought into how
the antenna will be connected to the radio. The Telos and
Epic motes utilized a lumped element balun with the final
capacitor having two possible locations. This serves as an
assembly-time switch between an external antenna connec-
tor and a PCB trace antenna connector. To reduce size, BOM
cost and variability during manufacture, we decided to use a
single integrated balun/filter that was designed specifically
for matching the RF233 to a 50 W single-ended antenna.

The final major change in the radio subsystem is the use
of an antenna diversity switch instead of using an assembly-
time capacitor location choice. This allows a single universal
module to utilize both an external antenna mounted via U.FL

Andersen, M.P.,  and Culler, D.E.. “System Design Trade-Offs in a Next-Generation Embedded Wireless Platform ”. UC Berkeley EECS Technical Report, UCB/
EECS-2014-162, 2013.
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Table 4: A small sample of available Cortex-M4 processors
Vendor Device fmax(Mhz) SRAM(KB) Flash(KB) Sleep(µA) Wake(µS)
NXP LPC408x 120 96 512 550 240

STMicro STM32F372xx 72 32 256 1.32 42.7
Silabs EFM32WG990 48 32 256 0.95 2

Freescale K20Dx 50 16 128 1.3 130
Atmel SAM4L 48 64 512 3 1.5

than other vendors.
A noteworthy feature of the processor is that it has 16

independent DMA channels. While the MSP430 family
had DMA, the limited number of channels and the multi-
plexing of communication peripherals contained it’s implica-
tions. The SAM4L, however, has several more independent
communication mechanisms, so the impact of the DMA is
greater.

4.3 Radio
The radio is an important component to select, as it is

inescapably responsible for a significant share of the energy
budget. Fortunately, as discussed in Section 3, there are only
a handful of choices available. These are laid out in Table 5.
The Freescale offering is a (currently) unreleased SoC that
includes a Cortex-M4 core on-die.

As we are targeting compatibility with existing infrastruc-
ture, it made sense to use 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4, making the
two obvious choices for the radio chip the second generation
TI CC2520, and the Atmel AT86RF233. The CC2520 would
be the easier chip to develop support for, as it is the newer
version of the ubiquitous CC2420. The chip is, however,
already more than five years old and lacks several features
that the newer Atmel chip offers. Both chips are the flag-
ship 802.15.4 transceivers from their respective vendors at
the time of writing.

One key difference between the Atmel and the TI chip is
that the AT86RF233 is capable of automatic retransmission
of packets that require acknowledgement but do not receive
it, enabling automatic CSMA/CA. The TI CC2520 does not
automatically perform CSMA/CA activities, although it does
export the CCA line to the microcontroller directly, allowing
for faster manual response to an assessment than the in-band
CCA signal from the RF233.

When combined with the peripheral event systems found
in modern microcontrollers, the automatic CSMA/CA with
retransmission can offer significant advantages over the soft-
ware CSMA/CA methods that are currently employed. The
SAM4L, for example, can be configured so that it sends a
wake up command to the radio, prepares the packet in mem-
ory and goes to sleep. When the radio IRQ line is asserted
to indicate it is ready for transmission, the clock for the SPI
clock domain is automatically started, the packet is copied
via DMA from MCU memory to the radio and transmis-
sion is triggered. As soon as this process completes, the
SPI clock is automatically stopped again all utilizing the pe-
ripheral event system. This means that the entire process of
sending a packet, from the radio wake up command to when
the ACK is received, can be performed without waking up

the processor. With the CC2520, the MCU would need to
wake up, check for acknowledgement, wait some back-off
time if the acknowledgement did not arrive, and then trigger
retransmission.

For reception, both chips feature automatic acknowledge-
ment. The CC2520 has the feature to specify which ad-
dresses should receive ACKs with the frame pending bit au-
tomatically set - this feature is not present on the RF233.
This is quite useful if motes are utilizing the frame pend-
ing signal as, in the absence of this feature, the MCU would
have to wake up after frame reception, parse the address, de-
termine if the bit should be set or not and configure the radio
accordingly before the ACK is sent. It was decided that this
did not constitute a big enough problem to outweigh the au-
tomatic retransmission for two reasons, the first is that it is
likely that the MCU will want to wake up and receive the
packet from the radio as soon as it is received anyway, so the
burden of setting the frame pending bit may prove to be in-
significant. The second is that, at least in our use cases, full
duplex communication tends to be short lived and the frame
pending bit is not of paramount importance.

In the past, with the AT86RF230, the automatic acknowl-
edgments were tied to automatic address filtering - rendering
them useless if the mote needs to snoop on traffic addressed
to other motes. The RF233 changes this by adding support
for 802.15.4-2006 promiscuous mode separately from the
automatic acknowledgement address match. This allows for
the chip to receive all packets, even if it only acknowledges
packets that are addressed to it directly.

Weighing the features, the possibility of automatic CS-
MA/CA was deemed more useful than selective automatic
acknowledgments. This combined with the better power and
signal strength characteristics was enough to convince us that
the Atmel radio chip was the better choice.

The radio subsystem extends beyond just the transceiver
chip itself, however, and includes some thought into how
the antenna will be connected to the radio. The Telos and
Epic motes utilized a lumped element balun with the final
capacitor having two possible locations. This serves as an
assembly-time switch between an external antenna connec-
tor and a PCB trace antenna connector. To reduce size, BOM
cost and variability during manufacture, we decided to use a
single integrated balun/filter that was designed specifically
for matching the RF233 to a 50 W single-ended antenna.

The final major change in the radio subsystem is the use
of an antenna diversity switch instead of using an assembly-
time capacitor location choice. This allows a single universal
module to utilize both an external antenna mounted via U.FL

Table 5: Key metrics for select radio transceivers
Year Vendor Device TX RX Wake Sleep TX RX CCA AES Auto Auto

(dBm) (dBm) (µs) (µA) (mA) (mA) ACK RE-TX
2013 Atmel RF233 +4 -101 450 0.02 13.8 11.8 Y Y Y Y
2007 Ti CC2520 +5 -98 500 1 33.6 24.8 Y Y Y N
2013 Freescale MKW24D512V +8 -102 - - 18 19.5 Y Y - -

and a chip or PCB trace antenna connected via the signal ex-
ported on the edge of the module. This decision was made
after observing the usage of Telos motes in an educational
environment, it was realized that a given mote is often re-
tasked. Having the ability to swap between a larger, more
powerful whip antenna and a more compact chip antenna
without altering the hardware would increase the generality
of the mote.
4.4 Flash

As discussed in Section 2, it is important to have a flash
chip that offers sufficient storage for program images and
data, but also that operates over the full voltage range of
the device. These requirements lead to a very small pool
of available options

At the time of design, Adesto Technologies was releasing
a new 64 Mbit flash chip - the AT45DB641E - that operates
over a supply range of 1.7V to 3.6V. This would allow the
entire system to operate over 1.8V to 3.6V. The downside is
that this flash is not yet readily available. The prototype ver-
sions of the platform used for evaluation in this paper utilize
the smaller 8 Mbit density edition, although the production
configuration will use the 64 Mbit version that the vendor
assures us will be available by Q3 2014.

The AT45DB641E flash offers comparable power charac-
teristics to the chips selected for previous motes. The lowest
power mode utilises 1 µA, which is significantly less than the
15 µA consumed by the AT45DB161D used by the Epic or
the 10 µA used by the Telos’ M25P80. Programming con-
sumes 14 mA, which although slightly higher than the flash
used in the Epic, is still reasonable.

The radio chip and the flash chip are placed on the same
SPI bus, which is also connected externally. The reasons for
this are threefold. Firstly, although there are five possible SPI
channels on the microprocessor, the primary SPI bus is more
energy efficient than the USART SPI channels. Secondly, the
primary SPI bus has four logical channels, with independent
automatic chip select capabilities, baud rates, programmable
inter-byte delays and polarities so there is no need to adjust
configurations between flash and radio access. Finally, the
primary SPI peripheral encodes the channel and chip select
into each word that is written to the transmit register. This al-
lows for a single DMA transfer to encode a sequence of mul-
tiple commands, even to different devices on the bus. This
final point is of import when one wishes to transmit a packet
to the radio as it allows for queuing multiple commands re-
quiring the CS line to be de-asserted between them.
5 Diverse design points

We turn our attention to addressing the second question
posed in Section 1: can a platform meet the requirements of

both monitoring systems with strict power requirements and
cyber-physical systems with diverse peripheral and IO?

This too, is answered in the affirmative by considera-
tion of two aspects in the platform design: how the module
presents the IO and how core system requirements are han-
dled. We then present a set of microbenchmarks to evaluate
the system and show how the design has enabled an example
cyber-physical system.

5.1 Form factor and assembly
Cyber-physical systems require both large numbers of IO

and small form factors. In the design of the Storm module
this requirement required careful design to meet. While pre-
vious module designs have emphasized exporting as many
internal signals as possible in order to increase generality
and facilitate easy debugging, the sheer number of signals
present in the Storm platform makes that an untenable propo-
sition. The Epic core, for example, utilized castellated edges
in an LCC-68 form factor to export its IO [9], which was
enough to cover the signals of interest but would not cover
even just the GPIO on the Storm.

As a brief summary, the microprocessor utilized by Storm
has 78 IO connections excluding pins reserved for power,
voltage references, and programming. In addition to this
there are 8 pins that could be exported by the radio and the
flash. To export every useful signal while still providing
sound power connections would require either a high den-
sity connector, a ball grid array connection, or an artificially
increased module size to allow for all the connections to be
made on the edge.

All of the available form factors have problems associ-
ated with them. A high density connector would increase
the height of the complete assembly when mated with a car-
rier, limiting usefulness in space constrained mobile sensing
applications. In addition connectors have a tendency to be-
come unavailable and are often a significant portion of the
BOM cost (at the time of writing, the cost of the pair of
mating 51-pin connectors used in the MICAz and MICA2
motes adds up to over $6 - greater than the cost of the $5
radio transceiver). Even if a cheap high density connector
with guaranteed availability was found, motes deployed in
the field often experience mechanical failures with connec-
tors.

They second option of a soldered connection on the un-
derside of the module, such as a ball grid array or land grid
array would not add to the BOM cost, and would not in-
crease the height of the final assembly. The key downside
to such a connection is that it would then require specialized
equipment to assemble onto the carrier and clean - exactly
the problem we are attempting to avoid.

Andersen, M.P.,  and Culler, D.E.. “System Design Trade-Offs in a Next-Generation Embedded Wireless Platform ”. UC Berkeley EECS Technical Report, UCB/
EECS-2014-162, 2013.
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than other vendors.
A noteworthy feature of the processor is that it has 16

independent DMA channels. While the MSP430 family
had DMA, the limited number of channels and the multi-
plexing of communication peripherals contained it’s implica-
tions. The SAM4L, however, has several more independent
communication mechanisms, so the impact of the DMA is
greater.

4.3 Radio
The radio is an important component to select, as it is

inescapably responsible for a significant share of the energy
budget. Fortunately, as discussed in Section 3, there are only
a handful of choices available. These are laid out in Table 5.
The Freescale offering is a (currently) unreleased SoC that
includes a Cortex-M4 core on-die.

As we are targeting compatibility with existing infrastruc-
ture, it made sense to use 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4, making the
two obvious choices for the radio chip the second generation
TI CC2520, and the Atmel AT86RF233. The CC2520 would
be the easier chip to develop support for, as it is the newer
version of the ubiquitous CC2420. The chip is, however,
already more than five years old and lacks several features
that the newer Atmel chip offers. Both chips are the flag-
ship 802.15.4 transceivers from their respective vendors at
the time of writing.

One key difference between the Atmel and the TI chip is
that the AT86RF233 is capable of automatic retransmission
of packets that require acknowledgement but do not receive
it, enabling automatic CSMA/CA. The TI CC2520 does not
automatically perform CSMA/CA activities, although it does
export the CCA line to the microcontroller directly, allowing
for faster manual response to an assessment than the in-band
CCA signal from the RF233.

When combined with the peripheral event systems found
in modern microcontrollers, the automatic CSMA/CA with
retransmission can offer significant advantages over the soft-
ware CSMA/CA methods that are currently employed. The
SAM4L, for example, can be configured so that it sends a
wake up command to the radio, prepares the packet in mem-
ory and goes to sleep. When the radio IRQ line is asserted
to indicate it is ready for transmission, the clock for the SPI
clock domain is automatically started, the packet is copied
via DMA from MCU memory to the radio and transmis-
sion is triggered. As soon as this process completes, the
SPI clock is automatically stopped again all utilizing the pe-
ripheral event system. This means that the entire process of
sending a packet, from the radio wake up command to when
the ACK is received, can be performed without waking up

the processor. With the CC2520, the MCU would need to
wake up, check for acknowledgement, wait some back-off
time if the acknowledgement did not arrive, and then trigger
retransmission.

For reception, both chips feature automatic acknowledge-
ment. The CC2520 has the feature to specify which ad-
dresses should receive ACKs with the frame pending bit au-
tomatically set - this feature is not present on the RF233.
This is quite useful if motes are utilizing the frame pend-
ing signal as, in the absence of this feature, the MCU would
have to wake up after frame reception, parse the address, de-
termine if the bit should be set or not and configure the radio
accordingly before the ACK is sent. It was decided that this
did not constitute a big enough problem to outweigh the au-
tomatic retransmission for two reasons, the first is that it is
likely that the MCU will want to wake up and receive the
packet from the radio as soon as it is received anyway, so the
burden of setting the frame pending bit may prove to be in-
significant. The second is that, at least in our use cases, full
duplex communication tends to be short lived and the frame
pending bit is not of paramount importance.

In the past, with the AT86RF230, the automatic acknowl-
edgments were tied to automatic address filtering - rendering
them useless if the mote needs to snoop on traffic addressed
to other motes. The RF233 changes this by adding support
for 802.15.4-2006 promiscuous mode separately from the
automatic acknowledgement address match. This allows for
the chip to receive all packets, even if it only acknowledges
packets that are addressed to it directly.

Weighing the features, the possibility of automatic CS-
MA/CA was deemed more useful than selective automatic
acknowledgments. This combined with the better power and
signal strength characteristics was enough to convince us that
the Atmel radio chip was the better choice.

The radio subsystem extends beyond just the transceiver
chip itself, however, and includes some thought into how
the antenna will be connected to the radio. The Telos and
Epic motes utilized a lumped element balun with the final
capacitor having two possible locations. This serves as an
assembly-time switch between an external antenna connec-
tor and a PCB trace antenna connector. To reduce size, BOM
cost and variability during manufacture, we decided to use a
single integrated balun/filter that was designed specifically
for matching the RF233 to a 50 W single-ended antenna.

The final major change in the radio subsystem is the use
of an antenna diversity switch instead of using an assembly-
time capacitor location choice. This allows a single universal
module to utilize both an external antenna mounted via U.FL

Table 5: Key metrics for select radio transceivers
Year Vendor Device TX RX Wake Sleep TX RX CCA AES Auto Auto

(dBm) (dBm) (µs) (µA) (mA) (mA) ACK RE-TX
2013 Atmel RF233 +4 -101 450 0.02 13.8 11.8 Y Y Y Y
2007 Ti CC2520 +5 -98 500 1 33.6 24.8 Y Y Y N
2013 Freescale MKW24D512V +8 -102 - - 18 19.5 Y Y - -

and a chip or PCB trace antenna connected via the signal ex-
ported on the edge of the module. This decision was made
after observing the usage of Telos motes in an educational
environment, it was realized that a given mote is often re-
tasked. Having the ability to swap between a larger, more
powerful whip antenna and a more compact chip antenna
without altering the hardware would increase the generality
of the mote.
4.4 Flash

As discussed in Section 2, it is important to have a flash
chip that offers sufficient storage for program images and
data, but also that operates over the full voltage range of
the device. These requirements lead to a very small pool
of available options

At the time of design, Adesto Technologies was releasing
a new 64 Mbit flash chip - the AT45DB641E - that operates
over a supply range of 1.7V to 3.6V. This would allow the
entire system to operate over 1.8V to 3.6V. The downside is
that this flash is not yet readily available. The prototype ver-
sions of the platform used for evaluation in this paper utilize
the smaller 8 Mbit density edition, although the production
configuration will use the 64 Mbit version that the vendor
assures us will be available by Q3 2014.

The AT45DB641E flash offers comparable power charac-
teristics to the chips selected for previous motes. The lowest
power mode utilises 1 µA, which is significantly less than the
15 µA consumed by the AT45DB161D used by the Epic or
the 10 µA used by the Telos’ M25P80. Programming con-
sumes 14 mA, which although slightly higher than the flash
used in the Epic, is still reasonable.

The radio chip and the flash chip are placed on the same
SPI bus, which is also connected externally. The reasons for
this are threefold. Firstly, although there are five possible SPI
channels on the microprocessor, the primary SPI bus is more
energy efficient than the USART SPI channels. Secondly, the
primary SPI bus has four logical channels, with independent
automatic chip select capabilities, baud rates, programmable
inter-byte delays and polarities so there is no need to adjust
configurations between flash and radio access. Finally, the
primary SPI peripheral encodes the channel and chip select
into each word that is written to the transmit register. This al-
lows for a single DMA transfer to encode a sequence of mul-
tiple commands, even to different devices on the bus. This
final point is of import when one wishes to transmit a packet
to the radio as it allows for queuing multiple commands re-
quiring the CS line to be de-asserted between them.
5 Diverse design points

We turn our attention to addressing the second question
posed in Section 1: can a platform meet the requirements of

both monitoring systems with strict power requirements and
cyber-physical systems with diverse peripheral and IO?

This too, is answered in the affirmative by considera-
tion of two aspects in the platform design: how the module
presents the IO and how core system requirements are han-
dled. We then present a set of microbenchmarks to evaluate
the system and show how the design has enabled an example
cyber-physical system.

5.1 Form factor and assembly
Cyber-physical systems require both large numbers of IO

and small form factors. In the design of the Storm module
this requirement required careful design to meet. While pre-
vious module designs have emphasized exporting as many
internal signals as possible in order to increase generality
and facilitate easy debugging, the sheer number of signals
present in the Storm platform makes that an untenable propo-
sition. The Epic core, for example, utilized castellated edges
in an LCC-68 form factor to export its IO [9], which was
enough to cover the signals of interest but would not cover
even just the GPIO on the Storm.

As a brief summary, the microprocessor utilized by Storm
has 78 IO connections excluding pins reserved for power,
voltage references, and programming. In addition to this
there are 8 pins that could be exported by the radio and the
flash. To export every useful signal while still providing
sound power connections would require either a high den-
sity connector, a ball grid array connection, or an artificially
increased module size to allow for all the connections to be
made on the edge.

All of the available form factors have problems associ-
ated with them. A high density connector would increase
the height of the complete assembly when mated with a car-
rier, limiting usefulness in space constrained mobile sensing
applications. In addition connectors have a tendency to be-
come unavailable and are often a significant portion of the
BOM cost (at the time of writing, the cost of the pair of
mating 51-pin connectors used in the MICAz and MICA2
motes adds up to over $6 - greater than the cost of the $5
radio transceiver). Even if a cheap high density connector
with guaranteed availability was found, motes deployed in
the field often experience mechanical failures with connec-
tors.

They second option of a soldered connection on the un-
derside of the module, such as a ball grid array or land grid
array would not add to the BOM cost, and would not in-
crease the height of the final assembly. The key downside
to such a connection is that it would then require specialized
equipment to assemble onto the carrier and clean - exactly
the problem we are attempting to avoid.

Figure 3: The initial bytes of a RPL DIO being received as observed via the external SPI bus

a central star-connection. In reality, implementing such a
connection severely restricts the routing of other signals of
interest on the board, many of them with equally demanding
routing constraints - such as USB or analogue traces.

To attempt to mitigate this, we do not provide separate
power rails for flash, radio and MCU externally, but rather
use the module as the center of the ground star, with the con-
nection between domains handled internally. Ground traces
on the carrier board should run from the module to the var-
ious other connections on the board directly - preventing
ground loops. As this leaves the PCB space under the mod-
ule free for other routing and does not require traces that con-
nect to multiple pins on the module - which tends to naturally
form loops around the module - we reduce the difficulty of
meeting routing constraints for other signals.

In addition, we found that with carrier boards designed for
the Epic, the analogue supply was sometimes directly con-
nected to the digital supply externally5 or that the filtering
circuitry for the analogue supply increased the complexity
of the carrier. To avoid placing an expertise requirement on
users of the platform while also ensuring a clean signal, the
analog rail is derived from the single supply and filtered on
the module. It is not exported externally, preventing noise
from coupling onto the analog domain.

Traces to the ADC pins should be routed differentially
and utilize the differential ADC capabilities of the MCU
thereby providing accurate analogue readings without requir-
ing careful external routing. For more advanced carriers that
have an external analogue power domain, the module exports
positive and negative analogue voltage reference inputs so
that the MCU can be configured for single-ended analogue-
to-digital conversion.

5.3 Micro benchmarks
While the platform is new, benchmarking is ongoing, and

the TinyOS support is nascent, we are still in a position to
address one of the primary questions that the platform is de-
signed to answer: is it possible to gain all the features of
a modern 32 bit microprocessor while fitting within the en-
ergy constraints associated with a sensor network node? We
present a preliminary answer to this question in the form of
two characterization experiments: idle current consumption
and active current consumption. We also provide one data
point towards exploring the effect of a 32 bit architecture on
code size.

5such as on the Irene, the Epic Interface A, or the Common Sense badge

Table 7: Idle power comparison between a TelosB and a
Storm

Voltage TelosB µA Storm µA
3.300 8.8 21.0
3.000 7.1 13.8
2.700 5.7 7.2
2.400 - 3.8
2.100 - 2.6
1.800 - 2.3

To characterize the first metric, we measure the current
draw of the mote while running the TinyOS Null applica-
tion. As the Storm platform is designed to run at low voltages
(despite being capable of running at 3.3V) the experiment is
performed at multiple points across its operating range. Note
that the TelosB is not measured below 2.7V as the device is
no longer fully functional below that point – the MSP430
cannot self-write and the external flash cannot be read. In
contrast, the Storm platform retains full functionality down
to 1.8V. The results are presented in Table 7.

To measure active power characteristics, we measure the
power consumption of the device while it is running a com-
putation of the sum of squares over a set of samples. This
calculation is useful because it represents a realistic use case:
if the energy of aggregating samples at the sensor is less than
that of transmitting the full set of samples over the network
for analysis, then aggregation should be performed. To fur-
ther expand the test to cover energy per unit computation
instead of just energy per unit time, the runtime of the task
was measured externally.

In the interests of comparison with platforms running at
4 Mhz, such as the TelosB, both 4Mhz configurations and
48Mhz configurations were tested.

The code for the task used can be found in Listing 1, with
the results of the experiment presented in Table 8. It can be
seen that the answer to the question posed is a resounding
yes: it is possible for a modern 32 bit processor to be more
energy efficient than the currently used ultra-low-power 16
bit processors. In fact, at the configuration that is likely to be
most common (3.3V supply, 48Mhz with external inductor)
the energy consumed for the operation is just 17% of that
consumed by the TelosB, the current best-in-class low energy
research platform.

As a preliminary validation of functionality and measure-
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Table 4: A small sample of available Cortex-M4 processors
Vendor Device fmax(Mhz) SRAM(KB) Flash(KB) Sleep(µA) Wake(µS)
NXP LPC408x 120 96 512 550 240

STMicro STM32F372xx 72 32 256 1.32 42.7
Silabs EFM32WG990 48 32 256 0.95 2

Freescale K20Dx 50 16 128 1.3 130
Atmel SAM4L 48 64 512 3 1.5

than other vendors.
A noteworthy feature of the processor is that it has 16

independent DMA channels. While the MSP430 family
had DMA, the limited number of channels and the multi-
plexing of communication peripherals contained it’s implica-
tions. The SAM4L, however, has several more independent
communication mechanisms, so the impact of the DMA is
greater.

4.3 Radio
The radio is an important component to select, as it is

inescapably responsible for a significant share of the energy
budget. Fortunately, as discussed in Section 3, there are only
a handful of choices available. These are laid out in Table 5.
The Freescale offering is a (currently) unreleased SoC that
includes a Cortex-M4 core on-die.

As we are targeting compatibility with existing infrastruc-
ture, it made sense to use 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4, making the
two obvious choices for the radio chip the second generation
TI CC2520, and the Atmel AT86RF233. The CC2520 would
be the easier chip to develop support for, as it is the newer
version of the ubiquitous CC2420. The chip is, however,
already more than five years old and lacks several features
that the newer Atmel chip offers. Both chips are the flag-
ship 802.15.4 transceivers from their respective vendors at
the time of writing.

One key difference between the Atmel and the TI chip is
that the AT86RF233 is capable of automatic retransmission
of packets that require acknowledgement but do not receive
it, enabling automatic CSMA/CA. The TI CC2520 does not
automatically perform CSMA/CA activities, although it does
export the CCA line to the microcontroller directly, allowing
for faster manual response to an assessment than the in-band
CCA signal from the RF233.

When combined with the peripheral event systems found
in modern microcontrollers, the automatic CSMA/CA with
retransmission can offer significant advantages over the soft-
ware CSMA/CA methods that are currently employed. The
SAM4L, for example, can be configured so that it sends a
wake up command to the radio, prepares the packet in mem-
ory and goes to sleep. When the radio IRQ line is asserted
to indicate it is ready for transmission, the clock for the SPI
clock domain is automatically started, the packet is copied
via DMA from MCU memory to the radio and transmis-
sion is triggered. As soon as this process completes, the
SPI clock is automatically stopped again all utilizing the pe-
ripheral event system. This means that the entire process of
sending a packet, from the radio wake up command to when
the ACK is received, can be performed without waking up

the processor. With the CC2520, the MCU would need to
wake up, check for acknowledgement, wait some back-off
time if the acknowledgement did not arrive, and then trigger
retransmission.

For reception, both chips feature automatic acknowledge-
ment. The CC2520 has the feature to specify which ad-
dresses should receive ACKs with the frame pending bit au-
tomatically set - this feature is not present on the RF233.
This is quite useful if motes are utilizing the frame pend-
ing signal as, in the absence of this feature, the MCU would
have to wake up after frame reception, parse the address, de-
termine if the bit should be set or not and configure the radio
accordingly before the ACK is sent. It was decided that this
did not constitute a big enough problem to outweigh the au-
tomatic retransmission for two reasons, the first is that it is
likely that the MCU will want to wake up and receive the
packet from the radio as soon as it is received anyway, so the
burden of setting the frame pending bit may prove to be in-
significant. The second is that, at least in our use cases, full
duplex communication tends to be short lived and the frame
pending bit is not of paramount importance.

In the past, with the AT86RF230, the automatic acknowl-
edgments were tied to automatic address filtering - rendering
them useless if the mote needs to snoop on traffic addressed
to other motes. The RF233 changes this by adding support
for 802.15.4-2006 promiscuous mode separately from the
automatic acknowledgement address match. This allows for
the chip to receive all packets, even if it only acknowledges
packets that are addressed to it directly.

Weighing the features, the possibility of automatic CS-
MA/CA was deemed more useful than selective automatic
acknowledgments. This combined with the better power and
signal strength characteristics was enough to convince us that
the Atmel radio chip was the better choice.

The radio subsystem extends beyond just the transceiver
chip itself, however, and includes some thought into how
the antenna will be connected to the radio. The Telos and
Epic motes utilized a lumped element balun with the final
capacitor having two possible locations. This serves as an
assembly-time switch between an external antenna connec-
tor and a PCB trace antenna connector. To reduce size, BOM
cost and variability during manufacture, we decided to use a
single integrated balun/filter that was designed specifically
for matching the RF233 to a 50 W single-ended antenna.

The final major change in the radio subsystem is the use
of an antenna diversity switch instead of using an assembly-
time capacitor location choice. This allows a single universal
module to utilize both an external antenna mounted via U.FL

Table 5: Key metrics for select radio transceivers
Year Vendor Device TX RX Wake Sleep TX RX CCA AES Auto Auto

(dBm) (dBm) (µs) (µA) (mA) (mA) ACK RE-TX
2013 Atmel RF233 +4 -101 450 0.02 13.8 11.8 Y Y Y Y
2007 Ti CC2520 +5 -98 500 1 33.6 24.8 Y Y Y N
2013 Freescale MKW24D512V +8 -102 - - 18 19.5 Y Y - -

and a chip or PCB trace antenna connected via the signal ex-
ported on the edge of the module. This decision was made
after observing the usage of Telos motes in an educational
environment, it was realized that a given mote is often re-
tasked. Having the ability to swap between a larger, more
powerful whip antenna and a more compact chip antenna
without altering the hardware would increase the generality
of the mote.
4.4 Flash

As discussed in Section 2, it is important to have a flash
chip that offers sufficient storage for program images and
data, but also that operates over the full voltage range of
the device. These requirements lead to a very small pool
of available options

At the time of design, Adesto Technologies was releasing
a new 64 Mbit flash chip - the AT45DB641E - that operates
over a supply range of 1.7V to 3.6V. This would allow the
entire system to operate over 1.8V to 3.6V. The downside is
that this flash is not yet readily available. The prototype ver-
sions of the platform used for evaluation in this paper utilize
the smaller 8 Mbit density edition, although the production
configuration will use the 64 Mbit version that the vendor
assures us will be available by Q3 2014.

The AT45DB641E flash offers comparable power charac-
teristics to the chips selected for previous motes. The lowest
power mode utilises 1 µA, which is significantly less than the
15 µA consumed by the AT45DB161D used by the Epic or
the 10 µA used by the Telos’ M25P80. Programming con-
sumes 14 mA, which although slightly higher than the flash
used in the Epic, is still reasonable.

The radio chip and the flash chip are placed on the same
SPI bus, which is also connected externally. The reasons for
this are threefold. Firstly, although there are five possible SPI
channels on the microprocessor, the primary SPI bus is more
energy efficient than the USART SPI channels. Secondly, the
primary SPI bus has four logical channels, with independent
automatic chip select capabilities, baud rates, programmable
inter-byte delays and polarities so there is no need to adjust
configurations between flash and radio access. Finally, the
primary SPI peripheral encodes the channel and chip select
into each word that is written to the transmit register. This al-
lows for a single DMA transfer to encode a sequence of mul-
tiple commands, even to different devices on the bus. This
final point is of import when one wishes to transmit a packet
to the radio as it allows for queuing multiple commands re-
quiring the CS line to be de-asserted between them.
5 Diverse design points

We turn our attention to addressing the second question
posed in Section 1: can a platform meet the requirements of

both monitoring systems with strict power requirements and
cyber-physical systems with diverse peripheral and IO?

This too, is answered in the affirmative by considera-
tion of two aspects in the platform design: how the module
presents the IO and how core system requirements are han-
dled. We then present a set of microbenchmarks to evaluate
the system and show how the design has enabled an example
cyber-physical system.

5.1 Form factor and assembly
Cyber-physical systems require both large numbers of IO

and small form factors. In the design of the Storm module
this requirement required careful design to meet. While pre-
vious module designs have emphasized exporting as many
internal signals as possible in order to increase generality
and facilitate easy debugging, the sheer number of signals
present in the Storm platform makes that an untenable propo-
sition. The Epic core, for example, utilized castellated edges
in an LCC-68 form factor to export its IO [9], which was
enough to cover the signals of interest but would not cover
even just the GPIO on the Storm.

As a brief summary, the microprocessor utilized by Storm
has 78 IO connections excluding pins reserved for power,
voltage references, and programming. In addition to this
there are 8 pins that could be exported by the radio and the
flash. To export every useful signal while still providing
sound power connections would require either a high den-
sity connector, a ball grid array connection, or an artificially
increased module size to allow for all the connections to be
made on the edge.

All of the available form factors have problems associ-
ated with them. A high density connector would increase
the height of the complete assembly when mated with a car-
rier, limiting usefulness in space constrained mobile sensing
applications. In addition connectors have a tendency to be-
come unavailable and are often a significant portion of the
BOM cost (at the time of writing, the cost of the pair of
mating 51-pin connectors used in the MICAz and MICA2
motes adds up to over $6 - greater than the cost of the $5
radio transceiver). Even if a cheap high density connector
with guaranteed availability was found, motes deployed in
the field often experience mechanical failures with connec-
tors.

They second option of a soldered connection on the un-
derside of the module, such as a ball grid array or land grid
array would not add to the BOM cost, and would not in-
crease the height of the final assembly. The key downside
to such a connection is that it would then require specialized
equipment to assemble onto the carrier and clean - exactly
the problem we are attempting to avoid.

Figure 3: The initial bytes of a RPL DIO being received as observed via the external SPI bus

a central star-connection. In reality, implementing such a
connection severely restricts the routing of other signals of
interest on the board, many of them with equally demanding
routing constraints - such as USB or analogue traces.

To attempt to mitigate this, we do not provide separate
power rails for flash, radio and MCU externally, but rather
use the module as the center of the ground star, with the con-
nection between domains handled internally. Ground traces
on the carrier board should run from the module to the var-
ious other connections on the board directly - preventing
ground loops. As this leaves the PCB space under the mod-
ule free for other routing and does not require traces that con-
nect to multiple pins on the module - which tends to naturally
form loops around the module - we reduce the difficulty of
meeting routing constraints for other signals.

In addition, we found that with carrier boards designed for
the Epic, the analogue supply was sometimes directly con-
nected to the digital supply externally5 or that the filtering
circuitry for the analogue supply increased the complexity
of the carrier. To avoid placing an expertise requirement on
users of the platform while also ensuring a clean signal, the
analog rail is derived from the single supply and filtered on
the module. It is not exported externally, preventing noise
from coupling onto the analog domain.

Traces to the ADC pins should be routed differentially
and utilize the differential ADC capabilities of the MCU
thereby providing accurate analogue readings without requir-
ing careful external routing. For more advanced carriers that
have an external analogue power domain, the module exports
positive and negative analogue voltage reference inputs so
that the MCU can be configured for single-ended analogue-
to-digital conversion.

5.3 Micro benchmarks
While the platform is new, benchmarking is ongoing, and

the TinyOS support is nascent, we are still in a position to
address one of the primary questions that the platform is de-
signed to answer: is it possible to gain all the features of
a modern 32 bit microprocessor while fitting within the en-
ergy constraints associated with a sensor network node? We
present a preliminary answer to this question in the form of
two characterization experiments: idle current consumption
and active current consumption. We also provide one data
point towards exploring the effect of a 32 bit architecture on
code size.

5such as on the Irene, the Epic Interface A, or the Common Sense badge

Table 7: Idle power comparison between a TelosB and a
Storm

Voltage TelosB µA Storm µA
3.300 8.8 21.0
3.000 7.1 13.8
2.700 5.7 7.2
2.400 - 3.8
2.100 - 2.6
1.800 - 2.3

To characterize the first metric, we measure the current
draw of the mote while running the TinyOS Null applica-
tion. As the Storm platform is designed to run at low voltages
(despite being capable of running at 3.3V) the experiment is
performed at multiple points across its operating range. Note
that the TelosB is not measured below 2.7V as the device is
no longer fully functional below that point – the MSP430
cannot self-write and the external flash cannot be read. In
contrast, the Storm platform retains full functionality down
to 1.8V. The results are presented in Table 7.

To measure active power characteristics, we measure the
power consumption of the device while it is running a com-
putation of the sum of squares over a set of samples. This
calculation is useful because it represents a realistic use case:
if the energy of aggregating samples at the sensor is less than
that of transmitting the full set of samples over the network
for analysis, then aggregation should be performed. To fur-
ther expand the test to cover energy per unit computation
instead of just energy per unit time, the runtime of the task
was measured externally.

In the interests of comparison with platforms running at
4 Mhz, such as the TelosB, both 4Mhz configurations and
48Mhz configurations were tested.

The code for the task used can be found in Listing 1, with
the results of the experiment presented in Table 8. It can be
seen that the answer to the question posed is a resounding
yes: it is possible for a modern 32 bit processor to be more
energy efficient than the currently used ultra-low-power 16
bit processors. In fact, at the configuration that is likely to be
most common (3.3V supply, 48Mhz with external inductor)
the energy consumed for the operation is just 17% of that
consumed by the TelosB, the current best-in-class low energy
research platform.

As a preliminary validation of functionality and measure-

Table 8: Benchmark power comparison results. The bold line indicates the anticipated common configuration
Device Supply (V) CFG Freq (Mhz) Run time (µS) Current (mA) Energy (µJ) Percentage
TelosB 3.3 - 4 712.7 2.29 5.386 100%
Storm 3.3 LDO 4 393.0 1.049 1.360 25%
Storm 3.3 BUCK 4 393.5 0.501 0.651 12%
Storm 1.8 LDO 4 393.7 0.896 0.634 11%
Storm 3.3 LDO 48 32.8 13.625 1.479 27%
Storm 3.3 BUCK 48 32.9 8.602 0.934 17%
Storm 1.8 LDO 48 32.9 13.124 0.777 14%

Listing 1: Active power consumption and code efficiency
test listing
int16 t buffer [256];

uint64 t acc;

task void workload()

{
uint16 t i;

acc = 0;

for (i = 0; i < 256; i++)

acc += ((int32 t)buffer[i]) ⇤ ((int32 t)buffer[i]);

}

ment of code size, a modified UDPEcho application was de-
ployed to both TelosB and Storm platforms. Both were ad-
justed to periodically transmit broadcast packets in addition
to their standard functionality. This application is a good test
for code size as it includes RPL and BLIP, forming a com-
prehensive network stack. The application as compiled for
the MSP430 requires 39280 bytes whereas the application
compiled for Storm requires 87032 byes, more than double.
We verified that the packets broadcast were received by both
platforms – so the code sizes represent working images that
were not broken by optimization. As the SAM4L includes
more than 10x the flash of the MSP430, the implications of
this increase in code size are not currently significant, but
may influence over-the-air updates. We defer a full discus-
sion of this problem and possible solutions to future work.
5.4 Example use in a cyber-physical system

One of the first consumers of the Storm platform, and a
prime example of a cyber-physical system crossing multiple
design points is the Personal Environmental Control System
(PECS) that we are currently developing for increasing en-
ergy efficiency and occupant comfort in buildings.

The system consists of smart furniture augmented with
sensors, heating capabilities and cooling capabilities, along
with 802.15.4 and Bluetooth Low Energy radio connectiv-
ity. Here, the embedded wireless platform must be able to
capture readings from temperature, relative humidity, occu-
pancy, battery voltage and CO2 sensors while also perform-
ing actuation in the form of pulse width modulation on six
channels. In addition to this, depending on user interaction
the device may be called upon to communicate via USB or
interact with a user via a color touch screen. In total, the sys-
tem requires no less than 58 GPIO pins comprised of SPI,
I2C, multiple UARTs, PWM and external interrupts.

Figure 4: The PECS control board

The difficulty in this device is that it has a very wide dy-
namic range of requirements: it must be capable of excep-
tionally low idle currents while the device is not in use, but
it must also be capable of the computation associated with a
graphics screen. In addition, there are several states in be-
tween while the user has indicated their preferences and the
system is acting upon them.

6 Opportunities and Challenges
With the first two questions posed by this paper answered,

we turn to the final question: does this new category of
platform introduce qualitatively new operating system chal-
lenges and opportunities? This too is answered in the affir-
mative, and we explore five examples of these.
6.1 Modular power management

While the SAM4L and similar microcontrollers offer fea-
tures that allow for more optimal solutions to new and exist-
ing problems - such as several DMA channels, Sleepwalking
and independent communication modules - these all come
at a cost of increased power consumption. This energy can
largely be broken into two categories - static leakage and
dynamic power dissipation. While reducing static leakage
largely does not fall into the domain of user concerns, it does
result in processors becoming more energy efficient when
operated at lower voltages. This is one of the reasons why
the Storm platform was designed to have full functionality
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Low power IoT platforms
• OpenMOTE

• TI CC2538 SoC

• Industrial IoT target

• Low power synchronous 
communication (IEEE 802.15.4-2015 
TCSH (Time synchronised channel 
hopping) MAC)

• IPv6 connectivity support
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• 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 micro-controller

• 32 kB of RAM memory and 512 kB of flash memory

• Radio transceiver compliant with the IEEE802.15.4 standard (-97 dBm sensitivity 
level, transmit power up to +7 dBm, current consumption 20 mA in receive mode, 
transmit current is 24 mA at 0 dBm )
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Low power WSN platforms
• VirtualSense (UniUrb)

• Ultra low power platform

• Ideal for energy harvesting WSNs

• Features 

• Dynamic power management 

• MCU: TI MSP430F5418a 

• RF transceiver: CC2520

• Wake-up receiver

• Java-compatible

• Currently migrating to 32bit
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• Power consumption

• Active: 13mW (processing), 66mW (transmission)

• 14.67μW (standby), 25ms transition time to active 

• 1.32μW (sleep), 25ms transition time to active

• 0.36μW (hibernation), 500ms transition time to 
active 

Raza,  U., Bogliolo, A., Freschi. V, Lattanzi, E., Murphy, A.L., “A two-prong approach to energy-efficient WSNs: Wake-up receivers plus dedicated, model-based sensing “, Ad Hoc Networks, 2016
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IoT nodes energy budget

• Self-
leakage and 
ageing 
neglected

41

source:  M. Alioto (University of Singapore) Enabling the Internet of Things,  Springer 2017
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IoT nodes energy budget
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source:  M. Alioto (University of Singapore) Enabling the Internet of Things,  Springer 2017
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IoT nodes energy budget
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, MatthiasLippuner
Andres Gomez, Luca Benini, Lothar Thiele

Designing the Ba�eryless IoT

Dept. Electrical Engineering and Information Technology, ETH Zürich

Institut für Integrierte Systeme
Integrated Systems Laboratory

Powering a billion IoT devices requires low-cost, long-term, environmentally friendly solutions.

Batteries have high self-discharge rates, large form factors and limited recharge cycles.

Batteries are inherently expensive, hazardous and ultimately unnecessary for functionality.

Energy harvesting is a long-term solution, but provides relatively low and volatile power.

As IoT nodes integrate more functionality, their active power needs can easily reach 100's mW.
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ArchitectureEnergy Bursts

Experimental Evaluation

Motivation

Energy Management Unit (EMU)
control
interface

Energy Flow

Control Signals
Vcap

Vload

Vtrig

Pload

Vload

Pin

Vin

Vctrl

Eburst

Source
(Transducer)

Boost
Converter

Optimal
Capacitor

Control
Circuit

LoadBuck
Convertert

Vcap

Vload,min

Vmax

cold-start energy build-up
task
execution

tsleep ton

Power Ranges

Batteryless devices need to tolerate harvesting only a fraction of their active power.

Novel HW and SW concepts are needed to e�ciently and reliably execute applications.

�

�

�

�

�

During Energy Build-Up:

Ein = � Pin

During Task Execution:

tsleep

Eactive = � Pactive
ton

Energy Conservation:

Ein = �system * Eactive

Pin �
Pactive

ton

tsleep

As power gets integrated in an optimized bu�er, the
task execution rate is a function of the input power.

Results:
�

Even with small Pin, load will have long duty-cycles.�

1)

2)
Tracks the source's optimal power point�

Maximizes harvested energy with MPPT

Energy Management Unit (EMU):

Adjusts to lowest operating voltage�

Minimizes the load's energy per task 

Quantized Energy Transfer with EMU and DEBS:

Maximized energy e�ciency

Optimized capacitor

Decouples the source from the load�

Dynamic Energy Burst Scaling (DEBS):

Feedback-based load tracking algorithm�

�

�

�

� Minimized cold-start and wake-up time

Guaranteed atomic task execution

Transducers
(area = 1 cm2)

MCU's
(Factive=1MHz)

Sensors
(active)

Radios
(PTX,avg: 0/10 dBm)

100nW

1µW

1mW

100mW

10µW

100µW

10mW

1W

Experimental Traces: (With DEBS)

EMU-based wearable camera (MSP430 + Stonyman)

Setup:
�

Application: acquire and process pictures�

acquisition burst (3V, 184µJ)

processing burst (2V, 144µJ)

Scenario: constant / variable input power�

Harvesting: indoor lighting

Luminosity: 125-600 lux

Without  DEBS

Result Summary:

Measured E�ciencies:
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Transducer: ~30cm2 solar panel

Measurements: exec. rate, �system

Pactive=3.3mW

single burst (3V, 402µJ)

With DEBS
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EMU Board:

[1] A. Gomez et al. "Dynamic Energy Burst Scaling for Transiently Powered Systems," Proc. DATE Conf. 2016.

[2] A. Gomez et al. "E�cient Long-Term Logging of Rich Data Sensors using Transient Sensors Nodes," ACM Trans. Embed. Comput. Syst. 2017.

[3] A. Gomez et al. "Wearable, Energy-Opportunistic Vision Sensing for Walking Speed Estimation," Proc. SAS. 2017.
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source:  Gomez, A., Benini, L., and Thiele, L.,  Designing the Batteryless IoT, Proc. IEEE DATE conference, 2017
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Energy consumption reduction
• The target of reducing energy consumption of IoT devices 

can be achieved at different levels

• Novel hardware low power solutions (leakage reduction, 
power gating, hierarchical methods, etc.)

• Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling

• Dynamic power management —> low power states 
(event based wake-up in distributed embedded systems)

• Data compression/reduction (computation vs. 
communication)
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Energy consumption reduction

• Communication is (often) the most power hungry 
component

• How can we deal with it?

• Ultra low power devices

• novel (network stack) solutions (MAC, routing, etc.)

• design smarter algorithms that reduce 
communication requirements
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Conclusions
• IoT is a emerging technology with increasing 

potential applications 

• Many opportunities to be taken and challenges 
to be faced 

• Energy efficiency is one of the most important

• Issues and challenges must be tackled at many 
levels
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Conclusions

• Thank you for the attention

• Any question? 
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